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Course Objectives: 
Upon completion of this course, learners will be able to: 
 

• Assess leg length discrepancy and identify common causes  
• Measure hip extension limitations and relate to the proper prosthetic alignment 
• Identify and isolate causes of weight bearing pain in a prosthesis 
• List common regions of ulceration and their cause 
• Distinguish distal redness caused by excess or insufficient distal pressure 
• Provide corrective options for knee rotation issues noted in swing phase 
• Implement simple alignment evaluation techniques to identify the cause of knee 

instability 
• Assess causes of excess distal tibia pressure 
• Distinguish between a patient and prosthetic cause of lateral trunk lean at midstance 
• Recognize uneven step length and assess the primary cause 

 
Chapter 1: Watch Out for These Before You Start! 
Review of the prosthesis begins in the static standing portion of your treatment before 
ambulation. Presence of the following problems must be addressed prior to continuing into your 
gait training progression.  Use of these evaluation tools will ensure your physical therapy session 
will be off to a good start.  
  
Chapter 2: Common Gait Deviations 
It can be difficult to discern when a deviation in gait has a root cause in the prosthesis, the 
method of donning, or patient education and training.  While many deviations can be corrected 
by adjusting the prosthesis, often this is neither correct nor necessary.  This section will help you 
recognize and problem solve several of the more common deviations seen early in physical 
therapy training with the transfemoral prosthesis. 
  
Chapter 3: When to Stop! 
Many limiting issues can be worked though by accommodation or correction during your gait 
training sessions.  There are, however, several conditions that may develop while training that 
require reduction or complete elimination of weight bearing activity until they can be properly 
addressed.   
 
 
 
 


